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[Society]

1000 yen per diem payment deduction subcontract suppliers rampant

decontamination

05 minutes January 11, 2013 at 07:00

　Business decontamination under the direct control of the

country due to the nuclear accident Fukushima Daiichi

TEPCO, of ten thousand yen for danger pay that

subcontractor is deducted the cost of the meal and the room

charge forces and mid daily wage workers, the government

paid the realities that are not only about paying thousands of

yen a day, in addition, it was found in the interviews with

these workers. Accommodation, in which contractors were

borrowed from countries such as free or cheap, it had

become a way that most of the room charge was collected

from the share of skilled workers has turned into.　

　Because of the risk of decontamination work is exposed to

the radioactive material, the country has paid a risk

allowance of ten thousand yen a day worker. However, this allowance is paid through the contractor to

undertake the decontamination, that thing that he had become a hotbed produce the payoff opaque.

　In addition to the ten thousand yen for danger pay that country will pay, in case of site decontamination

of Tamura City, Fukushima Prefecture, daily wage workers, two-story merchant paid as per diem yen six

thousand about close to the minimum wage in Fukushima Prefecture I had taken the form of a.

　Apparently, the sixteen thousand yen together daily wage, deduction of ¥ 4700-4500 as meals and

lodging fee. Amount the worker is in hand had gone up to over ten thousand yen shrinking thousand.

　Funding of danger pay in taxes, money nature inherently should be paid directly to the worker. Trader

takes the form virtually had hired the workers just a little over one thousand yen per day.

　Has become the flavor of meals and room charge vendors. Even though free accommodation rented from

the State, some vendors, it was loaned four thousand five hundred yen in morning and evening meal

included in the workers.

　Different suppliers, we have been collecting workers in terms of yen eleven thousand per diem with and

eating quarters showed no line, and asked to explain widespread among workers that danger pay is paid I

explained that it minus the cost of the meal yen yen yen from three thousand seven hundred sixteen

thousand room charge per diem allowance, including the danger.

　In this case, four workers stay in the five room bungalows four thousand yen. Trader has earn $ 18500-

14800 recorded as accommodation costs, the difference between the four thousand yen is in the margin.

According to an official of the contractor, the cost that had to be reduced to about three hundred yen

food.

　In addition to the reality of the salary opaque, there were many people who do not have a written

contract of employment only verbal agreement.

　They say to some extent understand these realities, the person in charge of the Department of Labor

under the jurisdiction of Fukushima, and has also improved guidance, salary opaque similar problem had

occurred at any other site of the city of Tamura.

　Told The Yomiuri Shimbun, the Public Relations Office of the General Contractor Motouke, there were

some cases danger pay is not over the workers properly "In the past, such as conditions of employment.

Has repeatedly guidance to subcontractors as over properly was conformity to law commented "We are
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leaders individually to become a contract. From subcontractors did not have the answer to the tenth day.

In decontamination due to the Fukushima accident, the workers at risk of exposure to the Ministry of the

Environment <benefits> Danger in business under the direct control of the country has paid a "special

duty allowance." To guide attention when entering the National Public Service Areas, was decided 10 000

yen per day. On the other hand, workers working at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant is more high

risk, that TEPCO has paid risk allowance in accordance with the situation on the ground, such as radiation

dose. However, complaints have come to the height of the hazard pay of decontamination or because it is

not enough to reach the workers.

(Tokyo Shimbun)
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